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Short Description

Fusion Feed Through Modular Plugs are single-piece connectors making terminations faster and more
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consistent, and makes the process for working with CAT5e and CAT6 identical. The modular plugs
enable the user to make a successful termination every time.

Installers no longer need to spend time accurately pre-trimming conductor wires to a specific length,
simply removing an appropriate section of jacket and centre spline (if present), untwisting the pairs into
the right order, and trimming the ends flat. The cable can then be inserted into the connector until
seated.

As the wires are fed through the clear connector they are visible, enabling installers to easily verify the
correct wiring order. This is far simpler than looking through the plug’s shell, as with a regular
connector, providing greater accuracy and fewer errors.

Once the wires are inserted, the user can pull the cable into the plug until the cable jacket is fully
secured under the strain relief tab.

Completing the process, the installer places the assembled plug into the E70-7697 Mills RJ45 Feed
Through Crimp tool and squeezes the handle, closing the position, cleanly shearing the excess
conductor wires and leaving a smooth finish thereby crimping and cutting in one easy action.

Supplied in a pack of 10

Description

Fusion Feed Through Modular Plugs are single-piece connectors making terminations faster and more
consistent, and makes the process for working with CAT5e and CAT6 identical. The modular plugs
enable the user to make a successful termination every time.

Installers no longer need to spend time accurately pre-trimming conductor wires to a specific length,
simply removing an appropriate section of jacket and centre spline (if present), untwisting the pairs into
the right order, and trimming the ends flat. The cable can then be inserted into the connector until
seated.

As the wires are fed through the clear connector they are visible, enabling installers to easily verify the
correct wiring order. This is far simpler than looking through the plug’s shell, as with a regular
connector, providing greater accuracy and fewer errors.

Once the wires are inserted, the user can pull the cable into the plug until the cable jacket is fully
secured under the strain relief tab.

Completing the process, the installer places the assembled plug into the E70-7697 Mills RJ45 Feed
Through Crimp tool and squeezes the handle, closing the position, cleanly shearing the excess
conductor wires and leaving a smooth finish thereby crimping and cutting in one easy action.

Supplied in a pack of 10
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